Corporate Training

By Rosenfeld

On-site workshops taught by leading user experience design experts

Have an acknowledged thought leader teach one of these 1-2 day courses, tailored to your needs, at your office. Our workshops are appropriate for groups of 10-50 people.

Courses & Instructors

Accessible UX: Creating a web for everyone
Whitney Quesenbery

Business Thinking for UXers
Carolyn Hou

Crafting Metrics for UX Success
Kate Rutter

Design Operations Essentials
Dave Malouf

Design Systems and DesignOps
Dan Mall

Designing Your Design Organization
Peter Merholz

Detangling Information Architecture with Object-Oriented UX
Sophia Prater and Bram Wessel

Information Architecture Essentials
Jorge Arango

Interaction Design: 10X Faster, 10X Better
Daniel J. Rosenberg

Mapping the User Experience
Jim Kalbach

Master Creative Collaboration and Communication
Denise Jacobs

Practical Jobs To Be Done
Jim Kalbach

Storytelling for User and Customer Experience
Whitney Quesenbery

Learn more at rosenfeldmedia.com/training

Contact: Michelle Kaplan  training@rosenfeldmedia.com  +1.718.568.9756